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Ann Getty was  known for her eclectic tas te in rare and fine artifacts  along with her close personal relationship with Oscar de la Renta. Image
credit: Chris tie's
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Auction house Christie's is  selling off items from Ann and Gordon Getty's estate, beginning on Oct. 10 and ending
on Oct. 25.

Ms. Getty was well known as a socialite and art patron, but she superseded the norms of her times many times over.
As a paleoanthropologist and philanthropist, she will be remembered for her interior decorating firm, exacting
sense of style, palatial private estate and her ongoing work on international archaeological digs.

Getty's fine gets 
Almost 1500 decorative and fine artworks will be offered by Christie's from the couple's San Francisco residence.
Proceeds from the two-week sale in October will directly benefit the Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation for the Arts,
which funds museums and conservation institutions.

The series of auctions is expected to generate about $180 million and includes highlights like "Entrance to the Grand
Canal looking East, with Santa Maria della Salute at night," oil on canvas, by Canaletto and "Chrysanthemes dans un
vase de Chine," oil on board, by Matisse.

Ann Getty, along with her husband, the philanthropist and composer Gordon Getty, built one of the most impressive
collections of fine and decorative arts in recent decades

Other notable paintings up for auction from the couple's private collection include the works of Pierre Auguste
Renoir; Pablo Picasso; Camille Pissarro; Edouard Manet; Mary Cassat; Edgar Degas and Claude Monet.

While Christie's has historically been an auction house with a specific interest in beautiful and historic items, the
Christies x Highsnobiety capsule drop in September ushered in a clear rebranding strategy that leaned more deeply
into streetwear (see story). While the Ann and Gordon Getty collection differs greatly from anything that would be
found in Christie's new streetwear vertical, sales from both collections will confirm where current consumers are
resonating in the pop culture canon.
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